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Who said old dogs couldn’t learn new tricks? Read here to learn how a storied Tourism industry is moving into the next generation with the help of #5G. #TravelMadePossible bit.ly/3dAmkT

How to build TRUST in the #digitalworld? With rules and standards — but how? Please join us and listen to what up-and-coming & senior global leaders as well as executives from Huawei have to offer on the topic of #TrustMatters @5G_Symposium symposium.org/5Gsum

Jordan & Rippen. Batman & Robin. Hall & Oates. All awesome in their own right but allow us to introduce the next classic duo. Huawei & SGI. Take a look at what this tandem can offer you on your next vacation! #InnovationMadePossible bit.ly/3aiF6yV

No one company or person owns 5G, but there are companies that are contributing to bringing it to life. Huawei continues to be the global leader in the rollout of 5G to make it the next wireless standard. 🇨🇳 (6/6)